Pathways to Student Success Strategic Plan Priority Teams

**Sustainability Priority**
**Co-chairs** – Todd Murphy, and Wolfrey, and Brad Flamm
**Members:**
Sarah Freed
Pete Galloway
Brenda Gaydosh
Fred Howell
Kathleen Howley
Theresa Hudson
Sandy Jones
Rodney Kaplan – undergraduate student
Eric Maki
Bob Malone
Ilene Mates
Margo McDonough
Paul Morgan
Kevin Partridge
Radha Pyati
Patti Shields
Sue Visoskas
Cheryl Wanko
Lori Winters – graduate student
Steve Sassaman - SCUPA

**Diversity and Inclusion Priority**
**Co-Chairs:** Tracey Ray, Gerald Martin, and Heather Schugar
**Members:**
Pablo Arriaza
Jon Brill
Justin Brown
Richard Chan
Chaw Ye Chang
Taylor Gibson-Campbell – undergraduate student
Tiffany Gray
Jackie Hodes
Tammy Hilliard-Thompson
Tammy James
Lynn Klingensmith
Lisa Marano
Trixia Santiago
Chiwoneso Tinago
Ken Witmer

**Learning Priority**
Co-Chairs: Jeffrey Osgood, Josh Auld, and Judy Kawamoto

Members:
Tabetha Adkins
Jen Bacon
Nicole S. Bennett
Nicole Boylan – undergraduate student
Jared Brown
Maria Cabrera
Lisa Calvano
Colleen Corrado
Katelin Coyle – undergraduate student
John Craig
Kevin Flanigan
Paul Gargiulo
Megan Jerabek
Rui Li
Marci Major
Gerald Martin
Lisa Montgomery – graduate student
Emily Passera – graduate student
Amanda Phillips
Mark Rimple
Israel Sanz-Sanchez
Sandy Sarcona
Charlie Warner

Personal and Professional Development Priority
Co-chairs: Zeb Davenport, Ashley Delshad, and Scott Sherman

Members:
Diane D’Arcangelo
Nicole Bobbert
David Bolton
James Brenner
Kate Donnelly
Elizabeth Gibson – undergraduate student
Trevor Gulledge – graduate student
Scott Heinerichs
Sara Hinkle
Lauren Keefe
Lisa Lucas
Alana Luttermoser
Kellianne Milliner
Cyndy Pilla
JT Singh
Amanda Thomas
Chloe Webb
Community Engagement Priority
Co-Chairs: John Villella, Julie Dietrich, and Christy Hicks
Suggested members:
Susan Argentieri
Dan Baer
Seth Birch
Chris Brenner
Joseph Caminiti
Tom Clark
Kate Colyer
Nancy Gainer
Alex Garcia – undergraduate student
Chris Hanning
Martin Helmke
Cara Jenkins
John Rhein
Jodi Roth-Saks
Joe Sincavage
Dan Swift
Erica Thompson
Jennie Yost
Monica Zimmerman